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ABSTRACT
Using stellar population models, we predicted that the Dark Energy Survey (DES) – due to
its special combination of area (5000 deg2) and depth (i = 24.3) – would be in the position
to detect massive (1011 M) galaxies at z ∼ 4. We confront those theoretical calculations
with the first ∼150 deg2 of DES data reaching nominal depth. From a catalogue containing
∼5 million sources, ∼26 000 were found to have observed-frame g − r versus r − i colours
within the locus predicted for z ∼ 4 massive galaxies. We further removed contamination by
stars and artefacts, obtaining 606 galaxies lining up by the model selection box. We obtained
their photometric redshifts and physical properties by fitting model templates spanning a
wide range of star formation histories, reddening and redshift. Key to constrain the models
is the addition, to the optical DES bands g, r, i, z, and Y, of near-IR J, H, Ks data from
the Vista Hemisphere Survey. We further applied several quality cuts to the fitting results,
including goodness of fit and a unimodal redshift probability distribution. We finally select
233 candidates whose photometric redshift probability distribution function peaks around
z ∼ 4, have high stellar masses [log (M∗/M) ∼ 11.7 for a Salpeter IMF] and ages around
0.1 Gyr, i.e. formation redshift around 5. These properties match those of the progenitors of the
most massive galaxies in the local Universe. This is an ideal sample for spectroscopic follow-
up to select the fraction of galaxies which are truly at high redshift. These initial results and
those at the survey completion, which we shall push to higher redshifts, will set unprecedented
constraints on galaxy formation, evolution, and the re-ionization epoch.
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1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
The formation and evolution of the most massive galaxies in the
Universe remains an open problem in cosmology and astrophysics.
The fossil stellar population in the local Universe shows that the
most massive galaxies host the oldest stellar populations and that
they should have formed around z ∼ 5 (Cowie, Songaila & Barger
1999; Thomas et al. 2005, 2010; Cowie & Barger 2008). Radial
gradients in stellar populations that are flat in age and element
abundance ratios (Mehlert et al. 2003; Pipino et al. 2007; Sa´nchez
et al. 2012; Goddard et al. 2017) suggest that the early formation is
a global property of the galaxy rather than of just its inner core.
Within the hierarchical galaxy formation paradigm (White &
Rees 1978), the most massive objects assemble last, at relatively
low redshift (z ∼ 0.5) even if their building blocks may contain
ancient stellar populations that later merge (De Lucia et al. 2006;
Ricciardelli & Franceschini 2010). This model implies a scarcity of
massive galaxies at high redshift and their gradual build-up towards
our epoch (Gonzalez-Perez et al. 2009). Hence, one key approach for
constraining galaxy formation on a cosmological scale is to search
for the progenitors of the most massive galaxies at an increasingly
larger look-back time.
Massive galaxies are indeed being found spectroscopically at
increasingly higher redshifts in the range of z ∼ 1.5–3.0 (Cimatti
et al. 2004; Yan et al. 2004; Conselice et al. 2007; Onodera et al.
2012; Whitaker et al. 2013; Straatman et al. 2014; Lonoce et al.
2015; Kriek et al. 2016) and even z ∼ 3–4 (Mancini et al. 2009;
Santini et al. 2009; Caputi et al. 2012, 2015; Guo 2013; Ilbert
et al. 2013; Muzzin et al. 2013; Stefanon et al. 2013; Marsan et al.
2017). At such high redshifts, usually the word ‘massive’ refers
to stellar masses up to ∼ 1011 M. The highest value reported so
far is a 1.7 × 1011 M galaxy at a spectroscopic redshift of 3.717
(Glazebrook et al. 2017). The detection of such an impressively
massive galaxy at such a high redshift is a challenge to galaxy
formation models. We shall return to these works in relation to our
project.
In order to bridge the fossil record with the formation event and
trace galaxy evolution over cosmic time, many works have attacked
the problem in a statistical sense by probing number density evo-
lution as a function of galaxy mass. Studies of the galaxy mass
function over the past decade reached the uniform conclusion that
the abundance of the most massive galaxies (M/M > 1011.5) hardly
evolves since z ∼ 1 (Cimatti, Daddi & Renzini 2006; Wake et al.
2006; Gonzalez-Perez et al. 2009; Marchesini et al. 2010; Pozzetti
et al. 2010; Muzzin et al. 2013; Mortlock et al. 2015). One caveat to
these studies has been that the observational data base was drawn
from small area, deep surveys, which carry the problem of cosmic
variance. This is particularly severe at the highest mass where the
galaxy mass function is steep and errors on photometric data are
large. However, this has been recently solved by using the cosmolog-
ical SDSS-III/BOSS survey (10 000 deg2). This survey has allowed
the calculation of the galaxy mass function around M∗ ∼ 1012 M
with unprecedented statistics (Maraston et al. 2013) thanks to the
large area and the target selection centred on massive galaxies. The
conclusion of this work is that the abundance of the most massive
galaxies is constant in the redshift range of 0.4–0.6, and larger than
what is predicted by galaxy formation models. Bundy et al. (2017)
using deeper photometry from the so-called Stripe82 region reached
the same conclusion and showed that it is robust against the way
stellar masses are calculated. Furthermore, Etherington et al. (2017),
using data from the Dark Energy Survey (DES) survey (see below),
showed that the evolution of the high-mass end of the galaxy mass
function does not seem to depend on the environment. Thomas
et al. (2010) reached the same conclusion performing a different
analysis, namely using the chemical information in the fossil stellar
population properties of the most massive galaxies. They showed
that ages, metallicities, and chemical abundance ratios of the most
massive galaxies do not depend on the environment, leading to the
inference that their formation and evolution are mainly driven by in-
ternal processes, reinforcing downsizing as the evolution paradigm
for these galaxies (Peng et al. 2010).
As just mentioned, probing the massive end of the galaxy popula-
tion requires a wide survey area. The DES is a galaxy survey aimed
at probing cosmic acceleration. The survey is collecting galaxy
photometric data in the southern sky at magnitude depths of ∼25.5,
25.0, 24.4, 23.9, and 22.0 in the g, r, i, z and Y bands, respectively,
for a very large portion of sky (5000 deg2) (The Dark Energy Survey
Collaboration 2005; Rossetto et al. 2011). At completion (∼2019),
DES will have observed on the order of 300 million galaxies.
Davies et al. (2013, hereafter D13) forecasted that – by virtue
of its suitable combination of area and depth – DES is currently
the best survey to detect the rare, massive (∼1012M) galaxies at
high redshift (z  4), should these exist (see fig. 2 in D13). D13
used stellar population models spanning a wide range of properties
(e.g. age, metallicity, star formation history (SFH), stellar mass and
dust reddening) to model galaxies as a function of DES magnitude,
colours, and redshift, identifying colour–colour selection maps for
redshifts z ∼ 4, 5, and 6 (see figs 7–9 in D13).
The scope of this paper is to apply the D13 theoretical selection
maps to a sample of real DES data for the first time, specifically
the latest available set of Year 3 (Y3) data, in order to find candi-
date massive high-z galaxies. The data we use consist of observa-
tions completed on a limited sky region (∼150 deg2) probed since
the Science Verification (SV) programme (thus at the DES nom-
inal depth) in order to test the observational process and general
workflow.
We first proceed by plotting the new DES data on the D13 colour–
colour plots, and then calculate the photometric redshifts and phys-
ical properties of those sources falling into the predicted boxes for
z ∼ 4 galaxies, after carefully removing artefacts of various kinds.
We focus on z ∼ 4, rather than on z ∼ 5 or z ∼ 6, as if these
rare massive galaxies exist they are more likely to be observed at
lower redshifts. We need to maximize our chances given the smaller
area covered by the SV footprint compared to the one that will be
available at DES completion.
Calculations of template-based photometric redshift are the com-
mon procedure at high redshift, but we shall also discuss the effect
of using alternative redshifts from the DES neural network pipeline
(Sa´nchez et al. 2014). Instrumental to the robustness of our fitting is
the availability of near-IR bands from the Vista Hemisphere Survey
(VHS; McMahon 2012; Banerji et al. 2015a), which could extend
the baseline photometry to a total of 8 filters. It is interesting to test
whether the final results are consistent with the D13 predictions,
which were based on the sole g, r, i, z, Y DES magnitudes.
We then analyse in detail the fitting results for all candidates and
conservatively retain only those obeying several quality criteria,
including a unimodal probability distribution function (PDF) in
redshift, a good χ2r and other model parameters.
At the end of the procedure, we select 233 individual galaxies,
of which some are selected with both reddening options. We find
109 using the SMC reddening law and 203 using the Calzetti law.
For these, we examine their properties (including mass, age, SFR,
SFH) and draw initial conclusions on galaxy evolution, using also
galaxy formation simulations as a comparison.
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The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes our method
to find high-z candidates, which includes an initial colour selection
(Section 2.2) and photometric template fittings to calculate photo-
metric redshifts and physical properties (Section 2.3). In Section 3,
we describe in detail our best candidate selection, including their
physical properties. In the same section, we detail further tests we
completed to check the reliability of our sample. In Section 4, we
perform a comparison with the literature. Lastly, in Section 6, we
summarize our work and discuss our key findings as well as their
relevance for future work and in the context of current research.
2 ME T H O D
2.1 Overview
Our aim is to identify the most likely high-redshift (z ∼ 4) massive
galaxy candidates within a data set of ∼ 4.9 million objects. Starting
from the simulations performed by D13, we proceed using real DES
data in this context for the first time. In this paper, we focused on
the z ∼ 4 case in order to maximize the chance to find objects in
the small area covered by the SV data.1 The process we followed in
order to identify the best candidates is comprised of different steps.
We summarize them here and discuss each of them in separate
sections below.
At first all Y3 data were placed on the D13 colour–colour plots
(Fig. 1, top left-hand panel). Then, the catalogue was scanned to
remove sources that could potentially be stars and/or those affected
by the largest errors. The sources passing these two criteria (non-
stars and small errors) are plotted in the top right-hand panel of
Fig. 1. From this point, we focus on the objects lying within the
D13 selection box for massive, z ∼ 4 galaxies (solid black line in
Fig. 1). These candidates were further pruned of those potentially
affected by blending (using the DES pipeline flags). The result of
this further selection is shown in the lower left-hand panel of Fig. 1.
Last, VHS archive data were matched to the selected sources in
order to extend their DES photometry with J, H, and Ks bands. Some
sources lacked one or more VHS bands and, as explained later, this
has been taken into account when estimating the reliability of our
fits. The matching was done automatically by inserting the RA and
Dec. coordinates of each DES object in the VHS data access pages2
to find the closest VHS source. The maximum matching radius was
kept to the web utility default value of 5 arcsec. However, we have
visually checked every single image for each source to confirm that
the DES and VHS photometry was matched correctly.
Those sources passing the condition of having data in at least
two VHS bands populate the selection box in the lower right-hand
panel of Fig. 1. For these, we calculated the photometric redshift
and stellar population properties using a template fitting proce-
dure. Photometric redshifts and their PDFs were compared to those
calculated by the DES pipeline working groups (more details in
Section 2.2.1).
Lastly, a full-fledged analysis of the results for each candidate
was performed in order to identify only those that are convincing
z ∼ 4 galaxies.
1An initial look at the z ∼ 5 and 6 selection maps (from D13) did not
result in any high-z candidates, but this does not exclude the possibility that
they exist and it may be due simply to the fact that the SV data cover only
∼150 deg2. We shall pursue the higher redshift bins when we look at the
entire data base.
2http://horus.roe.ac.uk/vsa/index.html
2.2 Initial selection
2.2.1 Catalogue of DES data and colour selection cuts
We used photometric data in the g, r, i, z, and Y bands from the
DES Y3 Gold 2.0 release, which contains the latest, highest qual-
ity photometry for DES. Among the magnitude options, we use
MAG DETMODEL photometry (in the AB system), as it refers to
the same physical aperture hence it is optimal for template fitting.
As described in Melchior et al. (2015), magnitudes are measured by
SEXTRACTOR in each filter using a model fit to the surface bright-
ness of the source in each image. The detection image for each
object was created by the DES pipeline by linearly combining the
r, i, and z images (Abbott et al. 2018).
From the Y3 catalogue, we wanted to choose those objects that
had been observed since the SV stage, meaning that their photom-
etry matches the full nominal depth of the survey. In order to select
them, we used the COMMODORE catalogue (for details, see Ether-
ington et al. 2017; Capozzi et al. 2017) that refers to the SV data
and provides, among other entries3 the sky position (RA and Dec.),
the neural network redshift and a flag for performing star-galaxy
separation.
The cross-match between Y3 and the COMMODORE SV data
resulted in ∼4.9 million sources. The rest of the sources in Y3 (the
vast majority, amounting to the impressive figure of 394 million
objects) will need further observations for reaching the same depth
levels.
First, we considered the star-galaxy separation parameter in-
cluded in the catalogue and validated by the COMMODORE team
(and detailed in Kim et al. 2015). This method uses a supervised
machine learning technique to provide the probability of a given
source of being either a galaxy or a star. Note that this procedure
may lead to the exclusion of compact galaxies, and many high-z
massive galaxies are compact (Straatman et al. 2014), but it makes
it much more likely that we avoid star or pure active galactic nu-
cleus (AGN) contamination (this last point is discussed in more
detail in Section 3.1.1). Quantitatively, we kept those sources with
≥ 99.977 per cent probability of being a galaxy.4 This first cleaning
left us 73 per cent of the original sample (i.e. ∼3.7 million sources).
We further performed a cut in photometric errors. We examined the
error distributions in r and i separately and we conservatively de-
cided to remove the tail of largest errors (i.e. rerr < 0.060 mag
and ierr < 0.063 mag), which means removing ∼25 per cent of
objects in each band. These cuts effectively identify the magni-
tude limits of our work in the r and i bands, which are ∼23.7
and ∼23.5, respectively. This can be appreciated by looking at
Fig. 2, where we plot error against magnitude for the r and i bands
(left-hand and right-hand panels, respectively) of our full catalogue
after star-galaxy separation. The horizontal lines indicate our error
cuts.
We then matched objects satisfying the error cuts in both bands.
Note that we considered these bands as they were the ones used for
the theoretical colour selection (see Section 2.2.2). We left the g
3The COMMODORE catalogue also contains the DES SV photometry
(which was not used for this work as the Y3 one is of higher quality)
and galaxy physical properties obtained with the same models and proce-
dure as here, but using the neural network redshift as fixed redshift for the
given source.
4For DES users: the entry we used is called TPZSG CLASS and we excluded
sources with TPZSG CLASS > 0.00023
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Figure 1. Colour–colour selection maps for selecting massive z ∼ 4 candidates using DES photometry, as from D13. Black solid lines define the predicted
selection boxes for z ∼ 4 (red g − r, blue r − i relative to the black line), with the khaki line in the top left-hand panel showing the redshift evolution track
for a model galaxy as illustration. Orange dots correspond to sources identified as high-z candidate galaxies lying in the model selection area. Objects that fall
outside the selection area are plotted as a density map in blue (darker is denser). The top left-hand panel shows the full Commodore-selected Y3 catalogue
without any cut applied. The top right-hand panel shows the map after the cuts for star-galaxy separation and against large errors in r and i. The bottom left-hand
panel shows the final selection map after removal of objects potentially affected by blending and the bottom right one contains only those sources with at least
2 VHS bands and no visual artefacts near the galaxies in the image cut-outs. We use MAG DETMODEL AB photometry.
Figure 2. Error against magnitude for r and i bands. The horizontal lines mark the error cuts we applied (i.e. rerr < 0.060 and ierr < 0.063). These identify the
effective magnitude limits of our analysis as ∼23.7 and ∼23.5 for the r and i bands, respectively.
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band free of constraints as it is the drop-out band at high redshifts
(see Fig. 7 and visit this link5 for several examples).
After the star-galaxy separation and the lowest error cut, we were
left with ∼2.7 million candidate galaxies. Furthermore, we removed
all galaxies whose photometry was marked by the DES pipeline as
being potentially affected by blending. Lastly, we extended the
photometric baseline of the DES data with near-IR VHS data, and
we decided to consider only those sources for which we could
add at least two additional photometric data to the DES data (see
Section 2.2.3 for more details).
It should be noted that the Y3 Gold 2.0 catalogue also contains
a photometric redshift estimate for each source as calculated by
the DES pipeline. This redshift is calculated using the so-called
Bayesian Photometric Redshift (BPZ) code (Hoyle et al. 2018). The
prior used in BPZ strongly disfavours high-z solutions for bright
galaxies. This does not mean, however, that higher redshift objects
do not exist and this is exactly what we aimed to find out. Later
in the paper we shall also perform a comparison of the physical
properties we would have obtained for galaxies had we used the
zBPZ.
2.2.2 Theoretical colour–colour selection maps
As recalled in the Introduction section, D13 investigated colour
combinations of DES bands for stellar population models (Maraston
2005; Maraston et al. 2006) with various parameters such as age,
SFH, dust, and stellar mass, as placed at various redshifts, in order
to select those corresponding to the mass-redshift combinations of
interest. The resulting selection boxes display regions within the
colour–colour diagrams where high-z objects should be found.
Hence, our first step was to plot the DES galaxy candidates on
the D13 g − r versus r − i plots in order to single out those entering
the z  4 box. Note that by using this mapping first it is possible
to substantially reduce the number of candidates for fitting, which
is helpful because running a template fitting code for photometric
redshift and physical properties for millions of sources is very time
consuming. Even more importantly, using such a colour selection
box is crucial to maximize the likelihood of the candidates to truly
be at high redshift.
The colour–colour g − r versus r − i diagram using Y3 photom-
etry for the sources in the COMMODORE catalogue is shown in
the top left-hand panel of Fig. 1, where the selection box for z ∼ 4
objects is highlighted with a black solid line. In the same panel, the
khaki line depicts the redshift evolution track for a model galaxy
as taken from D13. The vast majority of the sources are consistent
with being low-redshift objects (plotted as small, blue points; the
darker, the denser). The high-z candidates falling in the selection
area are plotted in orange. They total 25 809 sources (top left-hand
panel). After application of the cuts described in Section 2.2.1,
namely star-galaxy separation and removal of sources with highest
error in bands r and i (for a total of 25 per cent in each of the two
bands), we are left with 3243 objects as potential high-z candidates
(top right-hand panel). We then removed candidates with blending
issues, which left us with 2465 galaxies (bottom left-hand panel).
Further visual inspection of the cut-out images allowed us to re-
move any source that showed artefact traits, such as satellite trails
and black-out areas, near the selected source. This does not mean
that their photometry is necessarily compromised (as these were
not flagged by the pipeline), but we decided to exclude them as we
5Un-hidden hyperlink: http://icg.port.ac.uk/∼guarniep/
could not verify their photometric quality. This is done along with
further considerations on the number of near-IR bands we could
match to our galaxies, as described in the next section.
2.2.3 Extending the photometry to the near-IR
As is well known, the accuracy of spectrophotometric model fit-
ting depends on the number of available data points and especially
on the baseline in wavelength they cover (e.g. Banerji et al. 2008,
2015a; Pforr et al. 2012, 2013). In order to strengthen the reliability
of our photometric fitting procedure, as mentioned in the previous
sections, we looked for additional bands for the sources within the
colour–colour map. We were able to cross-match the DES optical
data with the VHS survey (McMahon 2012), thereby extending our
photometric catalogue to the near-infrared bands J, H, and Ks.6
We used the Petrosian magnitudes from the VHS Data Release 5,
which rely on the Petrosian radii of galaxies to determine the pho-
tometric aperture. This allows to recover the flux also for extended
sources, making them ideal to work in combination with the DES
DET MODEL magnitudes discussed earlier. We do not expect the
atmospheric seeing to have an effect on our template fitting results,
since we use extended magnitude types (DES DET MODEL and
VHS Petrosian; Cross et al. 2012) and the median seeing among
the eight DES+VHS bands was shown to be similar (Banerji et al.
2015a). Additionally, the point spread function (PSF) full width at
half-maximum of the DES and VHS camera and telescope con-
figurations are 0.497 and 0.51 arcsec,8 respectively. Therefore, we
consider DES and VHS photometry to be compatible without fur-
ther manipulation.
We noted that the majority of DES sources do not have all three
VHS bands available. There could be several reasons for this. First
of all, VHS has not imaged in the H band all regions overlapping
with DES (Reed et al. 2017). Additionally, VHS is shallower than
DES and the optimal depth depends on the nature of the candidates.
For example, young star-forming objects could be faint in the rest-
frame optical (sampled by the VHS at high-z) simply because they
are dominated by massive hot stars.
In order to retain only those candidates for which the model
fitting would be better constrained (see Section 2.3.2), we decided
to focus on objects having observation in at least two VHS bands,
which means to fit a minimum of seven photometric bands.
This further selection criterion, along with the removal of arte-
facts as described in the previous section, led us to identify 606
galaxies (bottom right-hand panel of Fig. 1). These correspond to
∼0.01 per cent of the whole 5-million sources DES catalogue. Tem-
plate fittings and analysis have been performed on these 606 objects
only, as described in the next section.
2.3 Determining redshift and physical properties
2.3.1 Template fitting procedure
In order to confirm candidate z ∼ 4 massive galaxies, the redshift
and physical properties of the sources selected up to this stage were
6The VHS photometry, in the Vega magnitude system, was converted to
the AB system to match the DES one according to the following relations:
JAB = JVega + 0.916, HAB = HVega + 1.366, and KsAB = KsVega + 1.827.
Source: http://casu.ast.cam.ac.uk/surveys-projects/vista/technical/filter-set.
7https://www.noao.edu/meetings/decam/media/DECam Technical specific
ations.pdf
8https://www.eso.org/sci/facilities/paranal/telescopes/vista.html
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calculated. This was done using the photometric redshift code HY-
PERZ (Bolzonella, Miralles & Pello´ 2000) combined with ancillary
scripts for the calculation of the stellar mass, as in our previous
works (Daddi et al. 2005; Maraston et al. 2006). HYPERZ compares
model spectral energy distributions of stellar populations (which are
referred to as templates) to observed photometric data, and selects
the best models using a χ2 minimization method. HYPERZ outputs
the photometric redshift, the best-fitting template, and a reduced χ2
value (χ2r ) for the best-fitting template, calculated as χ2/(N − 1),
where N is the number of filters.
Additionally, a series of input parameters can be modified in
order to more finely control the way HYPERZ operates. These are
age limits, magnitude limits, redshift range and binning, reddening
law, and template setup. We discuss them later. We have explored
different combinations for fitting and model set-up, which we now
describe. We should say in advance that the final results are robust
against these parameter variations.
Each galaxy spectral energy distribution model (the template) is
calculated assuming an SFH (detailing the mode of star formation,
e.g. single burst and exponentially declining star formation), an age
(t parameter, which runs from the start of star formation at t = 0
through the galaxy evolution, at logarithmic time-steps from 1 Myr
to the age of the Universe at the given redshift and assumed cosmol-
ogy), a chemical composition, and a reddening by dust. Each model
is redshifted at various values of redshift and a χ2 is calculated for
each redshifted model.
The redshift range we explored here varied from 0 to 6 in steps of
0.05, consistently for each fitting run. A variegated selection of 32
sets of model spectral energy distributions based on the Maraston
(2005) evolutionary population synthesis models (M05) was used
at each run, spanning a wide variety of SFHs (as in Maraston et al.
2006). These include single-bursts simple stellar populations, τ
(exponentially declining), truncated (constant until an instantaneous
decline to zero, to simulate rapid quenching), and constant SFHs,
each of them calculated for a grid of 221 ages and four metallicities
ranging between 1/5 to twice solar. All the runs were repeated for
two reddening laws: the so-called SMC law (Prevot et al. 1984;
Bouchet et al. 1985) and the well-known ‘Calzetti’ law (Calzetti
et al. 2000). For each, the extinction parameter AV was allowed to
vary between 0 and 3 in steps of 0.5. These two reddening laws were
selected because they are maximally different among the options
offered by HYPERZ and they are appropriate for different classes
of high-z galaxies. Maraston et al. (2006), by exploring all options
in HYPERZ, concluded that these two are those identifying the best
fits in most cases of z ∼ 2 galaxies and that while Calzetti’s law is
calibrated with starbursts, the SMC seems to be more appropriate for
passive galaxies (as also concluded by Kriek & Conroy 2013). We
assumed a Salpeter (1955) IMF for all model options. Furthermore,
we used an age cut to retain only solutions older than 0.1 Gyr, which
is commonly used in order to avoid age-dust degeneracy pushing
the fits towards low ages; we have tested that our results, as far
our best candidates are concerned, do not depend on this choice
(see Section 3.4.4). Lastly, we ran the code with loose absolute
magnitude limits (i.e. between −12 and –30) for all sources as we
found that thanks to using at least 7 photometric bands (DES+VHS)
we would instead obtain stable results and also avoid the risk of
over-fitting.
Relevant to this work, we have expanded the public version of
HYPERZ by adding the calculation of the redshift PDF (see also Pforr
et al. 2018). HYPERZ provides the probabilities associated with the
χ2 of all the fitted models. We calculate the PDF for the photomet-
ric redshift by summing up all the probabilities for each redshift
step (0 to 6, in this case) and then normalizing by the number of
models (32). The sum of the discrete probabilities of each model
over the redshift range equals to one. As we use the same redshift
bin (0.05) throughout the explored redshift range (0–6) for all fit-
ting runs and the model templates contain the same number of ages
(221) we should be minimizing the risk of artificially favouring
particular solutions.9 The photometric redshift PDF is critical in or-
der to distinguish high-probability high redshift from lower-redshift
distributions. We shall use PDFs, among other indicators, in order
to determine the robustness of our final candidates.
2.3.2 Visualization and analysis of the results
For each candidate, we then analysed simultaneously both the best-
fitting result (the photometric data along with the best-fitting model)
as well as the photometric redshift PDF. Examples are shown in the
top two panels of Fig. 3.
In the model fitting plot (left-hand side), the photometric data
(red) are matched to the template fluxes (blue), corresponding to
the best-fitting model (solid black line) when adjusted for the re-
sponse function of the telescope camera in each band. The physical
parameters of the best-fitting model, the age (in Gyr), the stellar
mass (in M), and the χ2r are labelled. Axis labels include ob-
served and emitted wavelengths.
The probability distribution of photometric redshifts is shown in
the upper right-hand panel (in red for the curve relative to the fit in
the top left-hand panel), where a vertical line is drawn at the value
corresponding to the best-fitting model.
In some cases, the most probable solution (i.e. the peak of the
curve) may not correspond to the redshift of the best-fitting model.
This happens when several less probable solutions (model fits with
worse χ2r ) have similar redshift value and therefore sum up to show
a higher peak in the PDF plots. It can happen that the less likely,
but numerous solutions sum up such as to create another maximum
that competes with the one of the best-fitting solution. As it will be
described later, we only accept as massive high-z galaxies those for
which the best-fitting model’s redshift matches the most probable
solution (i.e. peak of the curve).
Additionally, we also indicate the value of the zBPZ as calculated
by the DES pipeline (dot–dashed vertical blue line). It is important
to stress again that the DES zBPZ was trained with sources up to
z ∼ 1.3; therefore, this procedure could not produce any solution at
higher redshift.
For each candidate, we further tested the effect of assuming the
DES BPZ redshift as its true redshift, and explored the resulting
quality of fit and the derived physical parameters. To this aim, we
run a different version of HYPERZ (named HYPERZ-spec), which
fixes the redshift to a known value, and repeated the fitting runs
keeping the stellar population model set-up as before. The result for
the same high-z candidate can be seen in Fig. 3 (bottom left). In this
case, we must compare absolute and not reduced χ2 values as the
χ2r figures are calculated in the same way in both codes [as χ2/(N
− 1)], but in HYPERZ-spec the redshift is fixed.
We find that the absolute χ2 of the fit at the fixed DES BPZ red-
shift is considerably larger than the one obtained leaving the redshift
free (26.850 versus 7.686). The χ2 in this example (∼19) implies
that the low-redshift solution is inconsistent with the best-fitting
9We note, however, that as galaxy colours may vary non-linearly, the colour-
space may not be evenly sampled in spite of an homogeneous age sampling
in all templates.
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Figure 3. A comprehensive display of template fitting results (for object with ID 494790027 as an example). Top left: Template fitting showing the best-fitting
model spectrum (solid black line) with overlaid data (red circles) with error bars, and the template fluxes (blue squares) to which the data have been fit. The
derived properties age (Gyr) and stellar mass (in log and solar units) are labelled, along with the reduced χ2 and redshift of the best-fitting model. Top right:
The PDF of the template-fitting redshift is shown as a solid red line (the best result is marked by a vertical line), the same for the case of only using DES
bands for the fitting is shown in dashed black, and the DES BPZ value in dot–dashed blue. Bottom left: Template fitting having fixed the redshift to the value of
z fixed according to the DES BPZ. This results in a considerably worse fit than when the redshift is allowed to vary (top left), suggesting that the most likely
solution is the high-redshift one. Bottom right: Fitting as in top-left, but only for the DES bands while the VHS bands are plotted for reference; the redshift
result confirms a high redshift (i.e. 3.28 instead of 3.80), but it can be seen that, since the overlaid VHS band fluxes are far from the model template fluxes, the
result does not represent the correct template.
high-redshift solution at the >2σ confidence level. The best fit cor-
responding to the DES BPZ redshift is also visually less convincing.
The physical properties (lower mass and older age) are consistent
with a low-redshift solution.
Lastly, we tested the effect of fitting only DES data versus fitting
DES+VHS data. An example is shown in Fig. 3 (bottom right).
The fit obtained without VHS bands (hence with the five DES
bands only) is different in terms of physical parameters (compared
to the top left-hand panel fit, in which VHS bands were fit as well)
and the very low χ2r value (0.045) indicates that DES-only fits are
prone to over-fitting due to the low number of bands. When the
same galaxy is fitted with the additional VHS bands (top left-hand
panel) we verify, as we saw earlier, that the ‘only-DES’ fitting
did not correspond to the real solution, showing the importance of
extending the photometric data to, in this case, the near-IR (see
Section 3.3 for a quantitative evaluation on the effects of using the
VHS bands in model fitting). The PDF of this type of fit is plotted
in black on the top right-hand panel plot.
In Fig. 4, as an illustration, we show the effect of the assumed
reddening prescription on the fitting results. For this specific galaxy,
the fit performed with the SMC-law releases a slightly lower redshift
and χ2r value, along with minor changes in terms of mass and age,
compared to the results obtained using the Calzetti law. A similar
trend is seen in the correspondent PDFs. The PDFs referred to the
fits with only DES bands are somewhat broader, but still peak at
high redshift.
3 R ESULTS
Starting from ∼5 million sources, the exclusion of stars, blended
sources, galaxies with uncertain data (large errors) and objects lack-
ing VHS photometry was followed by a filtering with the theoretical
colour–colour selection maps and a final visual inspection, which
left us with 606 candidate massive high-z galaxies. These candidates
were submitted to stellar population model fitting.
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Figure 4. Legend as Fig. 3. Fittings and PDFs for a high-z candidate for the various reddening laws (one in each row, respectively), from top to bottom: SMC
law and Calzetti law. Compared to the SMC result for this object, the solution obtained with the Calzetti law has got a negligibly higher redshift and lower χ2r
and displays minor changes in mass and age. ID of object shown here: 494790027.
Since we focus on the high-redshift population in this paper, we
proceed with a series of selection cuts (described in the next section)
in order to identify the best high-z, massive galaxy candidates. In
future studies, we shall explore the wider zoology of all sources
falling into the selection box.
3.1 Selection of the best candidates
From now on, we consider the results from HYPERZ runs for all 606
sources as obtained with the two reddening laws mentioned earlier.
This results in two fitting results for each object. We then proceed to
select the most secure sub-sample of galaxies at z ≥ 3. To this aim,
we performed three additional cuts, namely (i) we excluded those
galaxies with unphysical stellar mass (log10(M∗/M) > 12.5); (ii)
we excluded objects whose fits have χ2r > 3 (this value was chosen
considering the number of fitted bands and values typical of high-z
galaxies, e.g. Maraston et al. 2006); (iii) we excluded objects for
which the probability of a z ≥ 3 solution is less than 95 per cent
(corresponding to a 2σ confidence level), determined by looking at
the PDFs of each object.
The number of individual galaxies passing all selection cuts is
233. With respect to the adopted reddening, 109 fitting results pass
our selection criteria when using the SMC law and 203 with the
Calzetti law case. This means that some galaxies satisfy the selection
criteria for both reddening laws and therefore have been selected
twice. The sample of 233 galaxies constitutes our best candidate
pool. Their fitting properties are given in full in Appendix A.
The redshift distribution before and after all the cuts described
above is shown in Fig. 5 (here we also show template-fitting pho-
tometric redshift results for galaxies at z < 3) for the SMC-type of
runs and the Calzetti-type in the left-hand and right-hand panels,
respectively. The 606 sources from the z ∼ 4 selection box of Fig. 1
(bottom-right panel) are shown by the solid black line; the objects
with log10(M∗/M) > 12.5 are identified by a grey shaded area;
the red hatching indicates galaxies with χ2r > 3; the shaded orange
area finally highlights the sources with high-z probability of at least
95 per cent (note again that the best redshift solution may not cor-
respond to the most probable one). The cuts are applied in series,
as shown.
If we consider an average mass value of ∼1011.7 M, the expected
counts according to De Lucia et al. (2006) galaxy formation models,
as plotted in fig. 1 of D13, are ∼1000 at completion of DES. For our
case (∼2.7 million sources, when including star-galaxy separation
and error cuts, instead of the expected value of 300 million upon
completion, i.e. 1 per cent), this would mean ∼10 objects. We find
233 candidates, a value that lies an order of magnitude above the
prediction of those models. Before drawing conclusions; however,
we intend to spectroscopically confirm our best candidates.
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Figure 5. Redshift distribution for the 606 galaxies as found in the selection box of Fig. 1 (bottom right-hand panel). The different cuts, applied in series,
shown on the histograms illustrate our selection procedure, namely all fitted galaxies (solid black line); those with a physical mass (filled grey bars); those
fitted with a χ2r ≤ 3.0 (hatched red); those passing our photometric redshift PDF criteria (orange bars). The two panels display the cases of SMC law on the
left and Calzetti law on the right.
We should also stress again that we have been very conservative
for this initial paper. For example, galaxies with non-detections in
VHS bands could still be high-z objects perhaps dominated by very
young stars and faint in rest-frame optical, and objects with potential
blending issues are not necessarily low-redshift interlopers. It will
be the subject of future work to study the excluded objects.
3.1.1 On AGN contamination
A further source of uncertainty is the random presence of AGNs in
the best candidates, whose effect could be to make some magnitudes
brighter, thereby possibly affecting the derived stellar mass. On the
other hand, the AGN can be obscured and buried in the centre of the
galaxy host that would not affect our template-fitting results. High-z
galaxies dominated by AGNs are expected to look like point-like
sources (even though not all point-like sources are expected to host
an AGN and not all galaxies hosting an AGN would have their flux
dominated by it). A way to quantify the point-likeness of a source is
to compare the magnitudes of the object over an extended aperture
with its PSF magnitude, as for a pure AGN these two quantities are
the same. For all our best candidates, we have evaluated a parameter,
dubbed σAGN, which is meant to quantify this magnitude difference
and is defined as
σAGN = | i − iPSF√
i2err + i2PSFerr
|, (1)
where i and iPSF are an object extended and PSF i-band magnitudes,
respectively, and err are their respective errors.
Fig. 6 shows the results, by plotting the magnitude difference to
the PSF versus the PSF magnitude, with each object being coloured
according to the σAGN parameter, a 0 value of which means a
complete point-like case. We also plot as blue crosses three, ran-
domly selected objects from the COMMODORE catalogue with
∼100 per cent probability of being stars. They do lie precisely at
the PSF zero-level (dashed line), as expected.
We see that our candidates span a range in ‘extension’, but sev-
eral lie on the point-source line although they have been classified
as galaxies rather than stars by the DES pipeline. This may imply
that they lie at very high redshift or that they host an AGN or a
combination of both. As using this information in any quantitative
way would be completely arbitrary, we just provide the σAGN val-
Figure 6. Difference between measured magnitude (MAG DETMODEL)
and PSF magnitude in the i band for the best candidates (distinguishing
between those found with the SMC or the Calzetti law) plotted against the
PSF i magnitude. Symbols are coloured by their σAGN values (see the text).
The further away a galaxy is from the zero level (dashed line), the brighter
it is compared to the PSF magnitude, suggesting that it is resolved and less
likely to be an AGN. Three stars are also plotted as blue crosses and they lie
on the zero-level line, as expected for clear point sources.
ues in the data tables along with all other template-fitting results
(Appendix A), but we do not include it in our selection process.
3.2 Properties of the best candidates
The fitting results for the best candidates are given in Tables A1
and A2 for the two reddening laws, respectively. The results include,
along with the photometric redshift, mass, and age, the SFH and its
corresponding metallicity, Z/H (Z), of the best-fitting template,
and the absolute magnitude in the i band as calculated by HYPERZ.
All the outlined results are obtained using the photometry, with
relevant errors, reported in Table B1.
Fig. 7 shows all relevant plots for one candidate as an example.
The same plots for the other candidates can be downloaded at this
link.
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Figure 7. The observation images for all available bands (DES and VHS), the best fit, the PDF, the fit with fixed redshift according to zBPZ, and the fit only
using DES bands for one of our best candidates. For the galaxy images, the green circles indicate the sky position of the galaxy; if the circle is red it means
that the photometry is not available for that given filter. If VHS observations are not available, for one or more filters, the image is replaced by text saying so.
For the plots below the images (bottom four panels), the legend is the same as in Fig. 3. The rest of the best candidate plots and images can be found following
this link.
First, we show image cut-outs in the various photometric bands
available, with a green circle indicating the galaxy position. No-
tice how, as expected, the galaxy is barely visible in the bluest
band (g band), which is the drop-out band at these redshifts. We
also point out when bands are not available. The panels below
the tiles display the spectrophotometric model fitting (upper-left),
the redshift PDFs (upper right), the spectrophotometric model fit-
ting obtained when the redshift is fixed to the zBPZ value (bot-
tom left), and when only the DES bands are used (bottom
right).
In the spectrophotometric model fitting plots (similar to what was
shown before in Fig. 3), the black line shows the best-fitting model
spectrum, the blue squares the fluxes of that model in the DES and
VHS filters, and the red points the observed data in the same filters.
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Figure 8. The distributions of zDES+VHS, zDESonly, and zBPZfor the best can-
didate galaxies are plotted as red, black, and blue histograms, respectively.
It can be seen that even when using only DES bands to fit these galaxies, the
results still tend to be at high-z and relatively close to the zDES+VHS ones;
on the other hand, as explained earlier, zBPZvalues stay below z = 1.
Some key parameters of the model10 are printed on the plot, the age
(in Gyr) and the stellar mass (in log M), along with the χ2r .
The upper right plot shows the photometric redshift PDF using all
available bands (red), DES only bands (black), and the best redshift
from the DES pipeline run of BPZ (blue). Not surprisingly, the DES
BPZ redshift favours lower solutions, typically around 0.3. In order
to probe the type of fitting, we would obtain had we assumed the
low-z solution as the correct one, we use the DES BPZ value as
the true redshift and run HYPERZ-spec, keeping all other parameters
identical.
The result for this type of run is shown, for instance, in the
bottom left-hand panel of Fig. 7 (and at this URL for other objects).
As expected due to the small redshift, the model fitting results in
a lower mass galaxy (log M ∼ 10.3 M), though with a similar
age, and generally a worse fit. The bottom right-hand panel instead
shows the fit for the case when only DES bands have been used
to run HYPERZ. We can see that the fit remains good, but as a
very small portion of the spectrum is fitted (corresponding to the
rest-frame UV at these redshift) the physical solution differs from
the one obtained when fitting all available bands. Interestingly, the
photometric redshift remains high (although not as much), which
reinforces the use of DES-only bands in D13 as a discriminator
of high-z, massive galaxies. This can be appreciated by looking at
Fig. 8. Here, all best candidate galaxies’ three types of redshifts
(zDES+VHS, zDESonly, and zBPZ) are shown as red, black, and blue
histograms, respectively. In Section 3.3, we shall discuss in more
detail how the addition of VHS data to the DES data affects our
fitting results.
We summarize the properties of our best candidate galaxies in
Fig. 9, in comparison with the initial sample of 606 galaxies (among
these here we only show galaxies at z ≥ 3). The solid orange bars
show the distribution of stellar masses, ages, and the goodness of
these fits (i.e. χ2r ), for the best candidates. Objects from 606 at z
> 3.0 are distributed according to the solid black line, with those
having physical mass log10 (M∗/M ≤ 12.5) shown by the filled
grey bars. The cut in χ2r ≤ 3.0 is highlighted by hatched red bars.
10The other model parameters are given in Table A1.
Furthermore, the PDF cut (probability of at least 95 per cent of
being at z ≥ 3) shrinks the distribution in what is shown with the
filled orange bars that match also correspond to the best candidates.
The final histograms show that the many quality cuts we apply do
not distort the initial distribution of galaxies. More quantitatively,
performing a K–S test, we find that we cannot reject the null hypoth-
esis that the distributions are the same with p-values, on average for
the two reddening options, of 0.27, 0.29, and 0.24, respectively for
mass, age, and χ2r . Even the objects with poorer fits trace similar
galaxy physical properties. All the cuts are applied in series, one
after the other.
Our best candidate galaxies have large stellar masses
1011.5 ≤ M/M ≤ 1012.5, ages ∼0.1 Gyr, have been forming stars
following a rapid mode generally consistent with an exponentially
declining mode with short e-folding time, τ = 0.1–0.3 Gyr, or
a truncated model with similarly short time-scales. Metallicity is
generally high (Z > Z). Our derived ages tend to cluster around
the lower age limit set in HYPERZ (0.1 Gyr). This is to be expected as
– in χ2 minimization fitting of stellar populations containing young
components – the best-fitting model tend to be associated with the
youngest possible age, especially when only UV/optical bands are
fitted. When this happens, as the energy emission of young stellar
populations is order of magnitudes higher than that of older popu-
lations, the youngest models will dominate the fit, an effect that is
known as ‘overshining’ (Maraston et al. 2010). Hence, if we allow
the fitting procedure to use any value of age, rather than an age
estimate for the whole galaxy, we tend to obtain the age of the last
generation of stars, which may contribute very little by mass. This
overshining effect may hamper us to recover realistic galaxy stellar
population properties, in particular making stellar mass estimates
unreliable. In order to circumvent this problem, it is common to
adopt a lower age limit in the fitting procedure (e.g. Daddi et al.
2005), which is usually set to an age (0.1 Gyr) when the most mas-
sive stars are already dead (for passive models). It is not guaranteed
that such a limit ensures fully realistic ages for all galaxies, which
may still be biased low. If this is the case, our stellar mass estimates
will be lower limits of the true stellar mass.
In Section 3.4.4, we shall assess the effect of this assumption on
the two main properties we are interested in, namely the photometric
redshift and the stellar mass.
Results are summarized in Tables A1 and A2. The results of the
model fitting are also consistent with the simulations of D13 and
with being a younger version of the stellar populations inhabiting
the most massive galaxies in the local Universe (Thomas et al.
2010).
Looking in more detail at the redshift and physical properties of
the best candidates we can see that, compared to the assumption
of an SMC law, the use of the Calzetti law often pushes redshifts
and masses to higher values. All this information is summarized in
Fig. 10, where we show fractional distributions for each reddening
law (hatched dark red for SMC law and deep pink solid line for
Calzetti law) in terms of redshift, mass, and age, respectively.
The SFHs of these candidates also allow us to create a visual
representation of the mass assembly and SFR of such galaxies.
These are shown for two different types of SFH in Fig. 11, which
represent the vast majority of the best candidates. They are ttrunc = t
and e−t/τ (red and blue, respectively), plotted in the left-hand panel
for the mass assembly and in the right one for the SFR. These
rapid time-scales point to formation redshifts close to z ∼ 5, which
is in agreement with what is deduced from the fossil record of
local high stellar mass galaxies (we shall return to this point in the
discussion). Note that even if these SFRs appear extreme, values
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Figure 9. M∗, age, and χ2r for the z > 3 candidates within the sample of 606 sources from the colour selection box. Legend as in Fig. 5 (except for redshift cut
(i.e. z ≥ 3) applied to the initial selection). This is shown for all two reddening options (SMC law and Calzetti law) in the first and second columns, respectively.
Figure 10. Distributions of (from left to right) photometric redshift, stellar mass, and age in terms of fraction for the best candidates found with the two
different reddening laws: SMC law (hatched dark red bars) and Calzetti law (solid deep pink line).
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Figure 11. Galaxy mass assembly derived for the best candidate galaxies. Typical SFHs as ttrunc = t and e−t/τ are plotted in red and blue, respectively, for
the mass assembly (left-hand panel) and for the SFR (right-hand panel). A few candidates with SFHs different from those two laws have not been plotted.
Candidates from all two reddening options have been plotted together.
of tens of thousands of solar masses per year have already been
recorded in the literature (e.g. Rowan-Robinson et al. 2016). The
results from both reddening options are plotted together.
Let us conclude with a comment on the population model effect.
Here, we assume Maraston’s models, while results in the literature
are usually based on Bruzual & Charlot (BC) models. As is well
known, ages derived with Maraston models for high-z galaxies are
smaller than those based on BC models, which results in smaller
stellar masses M∗ by e.g. ∼0.2 dex (depending on the fitted ages).
This is due to the different prescriptions for the thermally pulsing
asymptotic giant branch (TP-AGB) and to the different onset age
for the RGB assumed in the underlying stellar tracks (see Maraston
et al. 2006). Hence, our estimates of age and M∗ lie likely on the
lower side than what we would obtain had we used BC-type models.
In Section 4, we shall discuss the results we obtain when we re-fit
some of the galaxies recently reported in the literature, including
the Glazebrook et al. (2017) object, with Maraston models and our
fitting procedure.
3.3 The effects of fitting DES-only versus DES+VHS bands
Given our data base and modelling, we are in the best position of
quantitatively assessing the effect of using only DES bands and
DES+VHS bands on the results of template fitting. Fig. 12 sum-
marizes the results. Here, we plot photometric redshifts (left-hand
panel) and stellar masses (right-hand panel) for all 606 sources as
determined via template fittings using only DES bands (y-axis) or
DES+VHS bands (x-axis). The best candidates are highlighted in
dark red and deep pink, also distinguishing those obtained when
assuming SMC (circles) or Calzetti (squares) reddening types, re-
spectively.
The fitting performed with DES bands gives photometric redshifts
that are always larger than 2 and very high, possibly unphysical
stellar masses (log10(M∗/M) > 12.5), for ∼60 per cent of the
galaxies. The inclusion of VHS bands in the fitting pushes the
photometric redshift down to values below 2 for 25 per cent of
the sample (150 galaxies, independently of the reddening law) and
their stellar masses also become lower. More generally, the addition
of VHS bands results in a healthier distribution of stellar masses
overall (9 < log10(M∗/M) < 12.5), with only ∼2 per cent of
objects having log10(M∗/M) > 12.5. This confirms the notion
that by fitting a wider wavelength range in the data we recover the
physical properties of galaxies (as shown, for example, by Pforr
et al. 2012, 2013).
More importantly for this work, we find that the subsample of
galaxies (∼233) defining our best candidate sample remains at high
redshift and with a large stellar mass independently of whether we
fit only DES bands or DES+VHS bands. This confirms that our
selection cut based on DES-only bands (as in D13) plus the addi-
tional criteria put forwards in this paper (goodness of fits, unimodal
PDF of redshift, and the addition of VHS bands) are effective at
selecting a robust sample of very massive, high-redshift galaxies.
The combination of DES and VHS allows us to obtain more robust
galaxy properties and to limit the number of low-z contaminants.
3.4 Caveats and reliability tests
In this section, we test the reliability of our method and results.
In Section 3.4.1, we quantify the number of low-z contaminants
we found after performing spectral fitting, and in Section 3.4.2, we
comment on the number of sources expected to scatter in and out
of the colour map selection box because of photometric errors. In
the remaining subsections, we test the effect of various parameters
on photometric fitting results.
3.4.1 Contamination in the selection box
Colour selection based on models is a commonly adopted method to
prioritize the galaxies one would like to obtain before performing the
(time consuming) model fitting (e.g. Daddi et al. 2005). A certain
level of contaminants of various kind is expected due to various
types of objects having similar colours.
D13 quantify and discuss the types of expected contaminants
using DES galaxy simulations as well as real objects and find that
contamination in the z∼ 4 box is mostly due to intermediate-redshift
galaxies (of similar colour because of their Balmer/4000 Å break)
and quasars (D13; Fig. 7). Using both DES galaxy simulations
as well as real data from the MUltiwavelength Survey by Yale-
Chile (Gawiser & MUSYC; Collaboration 2007), D13 find (their
Fig. 11) that the z < 2.5 contamination in the z ∼ 4 selection
box should be 38 per cent (consistent with the previous study by
Douglas et al. 2009). Here, we have the possibility of checking
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Figure 12. Comparison of the results for photometric redshift (left-hand panel) and stellar mass (right-hand panel) of the 606 template-fitted galaxies depending
on the use of DES+VHS photometry versus the DES-only data option. This is shown for both the SMC law (circles) and the Calzetti law (squares). The
best candidates are highlighted in dark red and deep pink for the two reddening types, respectively, with the other sources being plotted in black. It can be
appreciated that near-IR data are essential to successfully recover the true photometric redshift and mass of lower-redshift galaxies.
the D13 prediction with the real DES data after model fitting is
performed. After fitting the 606 sources selected in the box, we find
34 per cent and 32 per cent lower-redshift galaxies for the SMC-type
and Calzetti-type runs, respectively. These figures are in excellent
agreement with the D13 estimates.
In conclusion, it seems unlikely that undetected lower redshift
contaminants pass through the further best candidate selection cuts
(in particular the redshift PDF and χ2r cuts), while the PSF cut
should prune most pure quasars (see Fig. 6).
3.4.2 Number of sources scattered into the selection box
Photometric errors may affect the position of galaxies on our colour
selection plot (specifically of the ∼2.7 million sources without large
errors and stellar contamination, see the top right-hand panel of
Fig. 1). If we perturb the position (i.e. the colours) of the 3243
sources found within the z ∼ 4 selection box according to their
photometric errors in the g, r, and i bands and assuming a nor-
mal distribution, we find that ∼29 per cent of these sources scatter
outside the box.
We can conclude therefore that of the 606 galaxies from the
selection box, around 176 (or around 68 of the 233 best candidates)
could have gone unselected purely because of their random error,
while the rest sits well inside the box within their error. On the other
hand, it is also possible that galaxies that would be truly outside the
selection box have scattered inside, which is non-trivial to model
because of the non-gaussianity of the distribution. Overall, however,
we stress that the colour selection served purely as a way to prioritize
the galaxies to fit using stellar population models. It would be
unlikely that all fitted photometric bands for the 606 sources would
be affected by their errors in such a way to spuriously produce high-
z massive galaxy candidates in such numbers (i.e. 233 candidates
out of 606 fitted galaxies in total). Future simulation work could
investigate these uncertainties quantitatively.
3.4.3 Detections versus VHS magnitude limits
As mentioned before, several objects do not have VHS detections,
but this does not mean they do not lie at high-z. Fig. 13 shows the
expected VHS J, H, Ks magnitudes, and the survey limits at 5σ
Figure 13. Expected J, H, Ks VHS magnitude for given i DES magni-
tude plotted as solid light blue, purple, and dark blue lines (with 5σ limits
shown as dashed lines), respectively, for a passive M05 model with redshift
between 2 and 5 and an age of 0.1 Gyr. Best candidate galaxies (for all red-
dening laws used) are plotted as dots for the available bands of each given
source.
confidence, for a given i DES magnitude in the case of a passively
evolving model with redshift between 2 and 5 and an age of 0.1 Gyr
(to represent the most common value found for our objects). Our
best candidate sources (when available for a given band) are shown
as dots with errors. As expected, the majority of points lie below
the survey detection limits. The Ks points lying above the relative
limit refer to sources with magnitudes in the other bands within the
detection limits to which a Ks magnitude was assigned via force-
photometry. The difference between the points and the model lines
can be accounted for by the varying age, stellar mass, and SFH
compared to the single model shown here, which should be taken as
indicative. We shall use upper limits during model fitting for these
non-detections in a forthcoming paper exploiting the whole DES
data base.
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Figure 14. Effect of the minimum age allowed in the fitting (0.1 Gyr versus
1 Myr) on photometric redshifts (top panel) and stellar masses (bottom
panel) of the 606 z ∼ 4 selection box high-z candidates (black dots). Best
candidates are plotted as dark red circles and deep pink squares depending
on the reddening option used in the fitting (SMC law and Calzetti law,
respectively). Even though redshift and masses of objects may change, our
robust candidates are relatively unaffected.
3.4.4 Age limits in photometric fittings
In our model fitting, we set a minimum age of 0.1 Gyr, which is
larger than the minimum M05 model age (1 Myr). The setting of
this limit is common practice in the literature (e.g. Daddi et al. 2005;
Maraston et al. 2010) in order to contain the so-called overshining
effect (Maraston et al. 2010) by which low levels of star formation
generate luminosities that are so high that any older populations
remain undetected. This effect leads to very low fitted ages, which
translates into huge star formation rates and a general underestima-
tion of the stellar mass (see discussion in Maraston et al. 2010). It
should be noted that the overshining effect is a threat mainly for a
robust calculation of M∗ and not for the photometric redshift, which
is regulated by the SED shape. This is exactly what we find when
we compare the photometric redshift and stellar masses we derive
from a fitting run without an age limit (Fig. 14) to our results. The
plot includes results for all the 606 sources initially selected from
the colour selection maps, as black dots, and for our best candidates,
as larger symbols. The test shows that changing the age limit has
no effect on the derived photometric redshifts (top panel) and little
influence on M∗ (∼−0.35 dex on average; bottom panel) as far as
our best candidates are concerned.
4 C O M PA R I S O N W I T H T H E L I T E R ATU R E
In Section 4.1, we re-fit data from Straatman et al. (2014) to assess
whether our fitting procedure recover their results. Moreover, we
compare the results for our best candidates with recent literature in
Section 4.2.
4.1 Re-fitting past literature
As is well known (e.g. Maraston 2005; Maraston et al. 2006; Pforr
et al. 2012) the results of spectrophotometric model fitting to data
depend on the adopted stellar population model, the fitting set-up,
the fitting code, and any assumptions made (e.g. the IMF and the
fitting age grid). In order to compare our results with similar ones
obtained in the literature, it is useful to also adopt our fitting frame-
work on literature data. Here, we present results for the galaxies
from Straatman et al. (2014). One of these objects (ZF-COSMOS-
13172) is the spectroscopically confirmed z = 3.717 galaxy pub-
lished in Glazebrook et al. (2017).11 Results are summarized in
Table 1, which also reports the literature values.
It is important to note that the Straatman et al. (2014) results have
been obtained using 36-band photometry (with wavelength range
of 3000–80 000 Å), while our DES+VHS combination grants us 8
bands at most. Hence, in order to mimic our fitting, we selected the
same bands from the Straatman et al. (2014) data base, and therefore
the results of Table 1 refer to fits with these bands.
We find results that are similar in both photometric redshift and
mass. Note that the χ2r for most results lie slightly above our adopted
cut-off χ2r < 3 (on the other hand, one object has χ2r = 0 as the avail-
able photometry is made up of 3 bands out of the 8 we considered
and they align with the best-fitting model). Overall, however, our
method with only a few bands allows us to obtain a similar picture
of galaxy evolution at high redshift.
Most interestingly, for the Glazebrook et al. (2017) object we
obtain a best solution that includes dust and a younger age than
the one reported in their paper. Our result is consistent with Simp-
son et al. (2017), who find – using the Atacama Large Millimeter
Array (ALMA) and the Submillimetre Common-User Bolometer
Array (SCUBA) data – dust detection in the same source, thereby
questioning the quiescent nature of that galaxy. On the other hand,
Schreiber et al. (2018) show that only 3.1 kpc away from that galaxy
there is a massive, extremely obscured galaxy that they identify as
the origin of the sub-mm emission observed by Simpson et al.
(2017). In this paper, we have not applied any particular prior on
the nature of the galaxy before fitting and we provide fitting so-
lutions with and without dust. These will be useful to potentially
perform ALMA follow-ups of our candidates.
4.2 Further comparisons with the literature
In Fig. 15, we show the median values of stellar mass and redshift of
the 57 galaxies from Spitler et al. (2014), the 7 galaxies by Marsan
et al. (2017), the 16 galaxies by Nayyeri et al. (2014), and the
10 galaxies by Merlin et al. (2018), as a black hexagon, pentagon,
triangle and a plus, respectively. The latter two studies focus on what
11This object is now named ZF-COSMOS-20115 in Glazebrook et al.
(2017).
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Table 1. Properties of the Straatman et al. (2014), ‘S14’, sample of quiescent (according to their own classification) galaxies compared to the values we obtain
(‘us’) using our fitting set-up and those bands matching our DES+VHS photometry. For each object, we obtain two results according to the assumed reddening
option, whose χ2r is given in the last column. Note that the Straatman et al. (2014) stellar masses refer to a Chabrier IMF, while ours to a Salpeter IMF. The
latter are ∼0.2 dex larger, hence the Straatman et al. (2014) values should be increased by + 0.2 dex to ensure a meaningful comparison with our derived
values.
ID zphot zphot log10(M∗/M) log10(M∗/M) Age (Gyr) Age (Gyr) Reddening χ2r
(S14) (us) (S14) (us) (S14) (us) (us) (us)
ZF-COSMOS-13129 3.81 ± 0.17 11.25 1.58
4.65 11.39 0.64 SMC 0.000
5.28 12.27 0.51 Calzetti 0.000
ZF-COSMOS-13172 3.55 ± 0.06 11.16 0.79
2.88 11.85 0.20 SMC 1.693
4.13 11.82 1.02 Calzetti 4.016
ZF-COSMOS-13414 3.57 ± 0.19 10.64 1.00
3.84 10.77 0.64 SMC 4.103
3.80 11.47 1.28 Calzetti 0.702
ZF-CDFS-5657 3.56 ± 0.07 10.88 1.26
2.71 10.50 0.51 SMC 3.786
2.81 10.76 0.51 Calzetti 3.489
ZF-CDFS-403 3.660 (zspec) 11.06 0.79
1.76 10.62 1.80 SMC 0.034
2.42 10.76 0.14 Calzetti 0.000
ZF-CDFS-209 3.56 ± 0.05 10.88 0.63
2.01 10.83 2.60 SMC 0.054
2.05 10.53 0.29 Calzetti 0.005
ZF-CDFS-4907 3.46 ± 0.16 10.60 0.40
2.89 10.31 0.32 SMC 1.297
2.89 10.31 0.32 Calzetti 1.297
ZF-CDFS-4719 3.59 ± 0.14 10.65 1.00
2.92 10.84 1.68 SMC 0.093
2.83 10.90 1.43 Calzetti 0.091
ZF-UDS-885 3.99 ± 0.41 10.78 0.40
5.42 11.83 0.81 SMC 2.411
3.95 12.02 1.14 Calzetti 0.410
ZF-UDS-1236 3.58 ± 0.08 10.78 0.50
4.27 11.41 0.64 SMC 8.198
3.45 11.30 0.51 Calzetti 6.397
ZF-UDS-2622 3.77 ± 0.10 10.94 0.63
3.81 11.00 0.72 SMC 1.611
3.87 11.41 0.90 Calzetti 0.962
ZF-UDS-3112 3.53 ± 0.06 10.63 1.26
3.99 10.95 0.57 SMC 6.044
3.99 10.95 0.57 Calzetti 6.044
ZF-UDS-5418 3.53 ± 0.07 10.64 0.79
3.37 11.00 1.61 SMC 4.306
3.22 10.91 1.28 Calzetti 2.806
ZF-UDS-6119 4.05 ± 0.27 10.74 0.50
3.91 10.84 1.02 SMC 2.040
4.13 11.48 1.02 Calzetti 1.368
ZF-UDS-9526 3.97 ± 0.18 10.95 0.63
2.67 10.33 1.43 SMC 0.128
2.67 10.33 1.43 Calzetti 0.128
ZF-UDS-10401 3.91 ± 0.38 10.58 0.25
3.96 10.62 0.72 SMC 0.013
3.25 10.64 0.57 Calzetti 0.000
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Table 1 – continued
ID zphot zphot log10(M∗/M) log10(M∗/M) Age (Gyr) Age (Gyr) Reddening χ2r
(S14) (us) (S14) (us) (S14) (us) (us) (us)
ZF-UDS-10684 3.95 ± 0.48 10.93 1.26
3.78 10.51 0.64 SMC 4.681
3.67 10.90 1.61 Calzetti 4.526
ZF-UDS-11483 3.63 ± 0.32 11.01 1.00
1.20 10.25 2.10 SMC 0.000
1.80 10.45 1.80 Calzetti 0.000
Figure 15. Stellar mass versus redshift for our candidates (large symbols for various reddening laws) compared to the median value for 57 galaxies by Spitler
et al. (2014) (black hexagon), 7 galaxies by Marsan et al. (2017) (black pentagon), 16 galaxies by Nayyeri et al. (2014) (black triangle), 10 galaxies by Merlin
et al. (2018) (black plus), and to the 18 values we obtain for the galaxies by Straatman et al. (2014) with our fitting set-up and their data (blue symbols labelled
as Straatman et al. (2014)).
they call ‘passive galaxies’, while we do not take any particular prior
here. For comparison we also plot our best candidates (with the two
usual shape and colour schemes for SMC and Calzetti laws) as well
as the Straatman et al. (2014) sources as re-fitted by us (as light
blue circles and dark blue squares for SMC law and Calzetti law,
respectively).
It can be appreciated that our candidates are of typically higher
redshifts and stellar masses than these previous studies and expand
the envelope of results for high-z massive galaxies.
5 C OM PA R ISON W ITH MODEL G ALAXIES
We use the Millennium Simulation Database12 [volume:
(500 Mpc/h)3] and extract the number density of galaxies with
stellar masses above ∼1011 from different semi-analytical models,
at the snapshots corresponding to z = 3.9 and z = 4.1. We find co-
moving densities of 1.6 × 10−5 Mpc−3 for the model described in
Gonzalez-Perez et al. (2014), 5.2 × 10−7 Mpc−3 for model galaxies
from Henriques et al. (2015) and 5 × 10−6 Mpc−3 for the model
described in Lacey et al. (2016). These densities compare to a value
of 5 × 10−5 Mpc−3 for De Lucia et al. (2006); it is important to
12http://virgo.dur.ac.uk
note that large density variations for the massive end are found in
the literature (e.g. Knebe et al. 2018).
At z = 3.9, no galaxies from the Gonzalez-Perez et al. (2014) or
Lacey et al. (2016) models have a mass above 1011.5. The same is
true for the model described in Croton et al. (2016).13 This lack of
galaxies with masses above 1011.5M at high redshift is shown in
Fig. 16 for Gonzalez-Perez et al. (2014), while most of our high-
redshift candidates have masses above this limit.
Some galaxies from the Henriques et al. (2015) model are indeed
expected to have masses above 1011.5 at z = 3.9, but they are rare,
with a density of 7.3 × 10−9 Mpc−3. This last model was designed to
match the evolution of the stellar mass function up to z= 3 mainly by
allowing the reincorporation time-scale of wind ejecta to vary with
cosmic time. The other two semi-analytical models do not reproduce
the observed evolution of the galaxy stellar mass function above
z ∼ 1, predicting a too rapidly evolving high mass end. Moreover,
models assuming warm dark matter produce more massive galaxies
at high redshifts than standard cold dark matter cosmologies (Wang
et al. 2017). Thus, redshift and physical properties of galaxies in
place above z = 2 provide crucial information to help constrain our
understanding of galaxy evolution within a cosmological context.
13https://tao.asvo.org.au/tao/
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Figure 16. Observed-frame (r − i) versus stellar mass for our best can-
didate galaxies, compared to galaxy distributions at z ∼ 3.9 and z ∼ 4.1
(colour code in green and magenta, respectively) from the Gonzalez-Perez
et al. (2014) model, assuming the stellar population synthesis model from
Maraston (2005). The model galaxies are shown as contours with the outer-
most one outlining the end of such a distribution, while the best candidates
are plotted as scatter plot. Both observed and model galaxies include the
effect of dust attenuation. The model stellar masses have been corrected to
a Salpeter IMF (Lagos et al. 2014; Lacey et al. 2016) for consistency with
our fitting assumptions. No model galaxies are found with masses above
∼1011.5 at these redshifts.
We shall compare number densities in models and data when the
DES observations are complete.
In this paper, we take a first glance at the physical properties –
namely, colours versus stellar mass – of massive galaxies in simu-
lations compared to our best candidates. Fig. 16 presents the com-
parison for the Gonzalez-Perez et al. (2014) model run using the
version based on the stellar population synthesis model from Maras-
ton (2005). This was chosen as, currently, it is the only model of
the five explored that provides magnitudes for the DES bands. The
observed-frame r − i colour of the data are consistent with a subset
of model galaxies at the appropriate redshift, possibly suggesting
compatible SFHs. The model galaxies have, however, too low a
stellar mass with respect to those inferred from the observational
data.
As stated above, very few massive model galaxies are found
above z = 3.9. Thus, these galaxies have the potential to change
the way we understand galaxy formation, once their redshifts are
spectroscopically confirmed and data for the whole DES survey are
analysed.
6 C O N C L U S I O N S A N D D I S C U S S I O N
We have used data from the first 3 yr of DES operations together
with the SV catalogue to probe the existence of high-redshift (z∼ 4),
massive (M ∼ 1012M) galaxies down to the nominal full survey
depth and to study their nature. This analysis was motivated by our
previous forecast (D13) according to which DES would be one of
the very few surveys (the only one, at time of writing) that has the
right combination of area (5000 deg2 at completion) and depth (i =
24.3) to allow for these rare objects to be detected, should they exist.
In turn, these galaxies are key probes of the galaxy formation pro-
cess within a cosmological framework, as they form from the largest
primordial density fluctuations. Their number and characterization
vary substantially between cosmological simulations, and extrap-
olations of local and intermediate-redshift mass functions predict
a large variation in the number density of these objects (see D13;
Fig. 1). In a similar fashion, DES data have been recently used to
search for high-redshift quasars (Banerji et al. 2015b; Reed et al.
2017).
We have applied a rigorous identification method, using theoret-
ical maps as well as visual inspection of ∼600 potential sources,
along with data cleaning (artefacts, error cuts, and star/galaxy sep-
aration). We have then performed spectrophotometric template fit-
ting, using a large variety of models and reddening assumptions
to minimize potential biases in the determination of photometric
redshifts and galaxy properties. Critical to the model fitting, we
extended our DES data g, r, i, z, Y baseline with near-IR J, H, K
data from the VHS survey. After model fitting, we further applied
other quality cuts in order to extract the most promising sample of
high-redshift, massive galaxies, namely goodness of fit (χ2r < 3),
unimodal redshift PDF showing a clear high-z solution, and physical
mass.
Our final result is a sample of 233 galaxies that are z ∼ 4 candi-
dates, with large stellar masses (1011.5 ≤ M/M ≤ 1012.5) and ages
of ∼0.1 Gyr, some of which are on the verge of becoming passive.
Their average star formation rates are of the order of thousands
of solar masses per year and place them among the most extreme
objects found so far (as in Rowan-Robinson et al. 2016). This num-
ber of objects should be regarded as a lower limit due to our very
conservative selection. Our best candidates, when paired with our
PSF comparison consideration, constitute an excellent sample for
spectroscopic and ALMA follow-ups.
The properties of our objects make them the most likely pro-
genitors of the most massive elliptical galaxies studied in the local
Universe (Thomas et al. 2005, 2010). The existence of such a class
of mature, massive galaxies in the early Universe pose unprece-
dented constraints to our understanding of galaxy formation and
evolution in a cosmological context. An initial test of galaxy for-
mation simulations reveals that galaxies with such large masses are
absent in cold dark matter-based cosmologies.
Our work extends the hunt for massive galaxies at z ∼ 4 by
almost an order of magnitude in stellar mass, following the studies
performed, for instance, in Straatman et al. (2014), Spitler et al.
(2014), Marsan et al. (2017), Nayyeri et al. (2014), and Merlin et al.
(2018). Our tests on the Straatman et al. (2014) data also confirm
that even though we use a limited amount of photometric bands for
the fitting, we obtain results that are similar to those obtained with
36-band photometry or even spectroscopy. This is because in order
to constrain a model matching galaxy spectra what is important is
the wavelength baseline covered by the data rather than the density
of bands over a narrower wavelength span.
We show that we are able to recover the properties of one object
with a spectroscopic redshift of 3.717 reported by Glazebrook et al.
(2017), and in particular, we provide solutions including the possible
presence of dust.
One is then tempted to push our method to even higher red-
shifts. Photometric techniques similar to ours have also been used
in studies based on the Hubble Frontier Fields (HFF) programme
(e.g. Laporte et al. 2016a,b). HFF is a survey aimed at imaging
six massive clusters at moderate redshift in order to observe very
high-redshift (z > 7) galaxies (or protogalaxies) that are visible
because they have been lensed by the foreground clusters. Studies
include the discovery of several tens of Lyman-break galaxies at
redshifts z ∼ 7–11 (e.g. Zheng et al. 2014; Coe, Bradley & Zitrin
2015; Jauzac et al. 2015).
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Let us finally comment on the number counts of these extreme
systems. D13 calculated the predicted galaxy number counts for
a variety of approaches, including fully theoretical cosmological
simulations (as per the millennium simulation), semi-empirical pre-
dictions obtained by passively evolving the z = 0 and 0.5 < z < 0.7
published mass functions to higher redshift, available high-z mass
functions (Marchesini et al. 2010), and also results from abundance-
matching techniques (Behroozi et al. 2013). For example, empirical
mass functions do forecast the presence of ∼7000 galaxies with
log (M∗/M) ≥ 12.0 within the whole DES. Of these, ∼100 will
represent true log (M∗/M) ≥ 12.0 systems, with the rest being
misidentified due to Eddington bias (e.g. Maraston et al. 2013). In
summary, the predicted number counts of D13 (Fig. 1) are diverse
and, at completion, a survey such as DES will help discriminate
among these possibilities at the massive end of the stellar mass
function. As the SV-sized data we use here include only ∼150 deg2,
and because we calculated photometric redshifts that will need to
be confirmed spectroscopically, we refrain from probing the precise
number counts from D13.
Finally, this manuscript outlines a new method that only uses
optical bands (in the context of DES) to identify likely massive high-
z galaxies. This will work as a foundation to probe such galaxies
using larger and larger photometric data sets that will be completed
in the future (such as EUCLID and LSST).
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SUPPORTI NG INFORMATI ON
Supplementary data are available at MNRAS online.
Table A1. Properties of the best candidates for the SMC law case,
from left to right: object ID, zphot, χ2r , stellar mass M∗, absolute
magnitude, age, SFH, metallicity, the number σ ’s used to estimate
potential AGN contamination, photometric redshift found by fitting
DES only bands, redshift from the DES pipeline, extinction as E(B
− V).
Table A2. As in Table A1, but for the Calzetti-type reddening.
Table B1. Photometry for all galaxies matching the best candidate
criteria (as in Section 3.1).
Please note: Oxford University Press is not responsible for the
content or functionality of any supporting materials supplied by
the authors. Any queries (other than missing material) should be
directed to the corresponding author for the article.
APPENDI X A : FI TTI NG R ESULTS FOR TH E
BEST CANDI DATES
Here, we provide the stellar population properties and photometric
redshift for all best candidate galaxies. As usual, fits are performed
for two reddening options: SMC law and Calzetti law.
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Table A1. Properties of the best candidates for the SMC law case, from left to right: object ID, zphot, χ2r , stellar mass M∗, absolute magnitude, age, SFH,
metallicity, the number σ ’s used to estimate potential AGN contamination, photometric redshift found by fitting DES only bands, redshift from the DES
pipeline, extinction as E(B − V). Errors refer to the 99 per cent confidence level. The full table is available online.
ID zphot χ2r log10(M∗/M) Abs. Age SFH [Z/H] σAGN zDESonly zBPZ E(B − V)
Mag. (i) (Gyr) (Z)
100600870 3.67+0.16−0.23 1.224 11.8
+0.03
−0.0 − 27.02 0.1 ttrunc = 1.0 1 0.16 3.37 0.38 0.18
102002089 3.77+0.47−0.3 2.019 11.28
+0.71
−0.06 − 25.63 0.1 ttrunc = 1.0 2 5.59 3.37 0.51 0.18
102009403 3.64+0.19−0.19 1.578 11.7
+0.02
−0.01 − 26.69 0.1 ttrunc = 1.0 2 1.71 4.25 0.35 0.18
102009835 3.77+0.17−0.1 1.632 11.83
+0.0
−0.05 − 27.01 0.1 ttrunc = 0.1 2 10.86 2.47 0.47 0.18
102009849 3.73+0.23−0.14 1.007 11.93
+0.04
−0.25 − 27.24 0.1 ttrunc = 0.1 2 12.22 3.58 0.47 0.18
102031864 3.77+0.16−0.14 1.978 11.67
+0.01
−0.07 − 26.6 0.1 ttrunc = 0.1 2 3.34 2.48 0.5 0.18
132987082 3.7+0.14−0.26 1.522 11.57
+0.42
−0.02 − 26.54 0.1 CONSTANT 1/2 7.21 2.52 0.37 0.18
133572897 3.46+0.12−0.08 1.792 12.21
+0.05
−0.04 − 27.52 0.11 ttrunc = 0.1 2 1.77 3.48 0.49 0.18
136067262 3.73+0.12−0.16 2.073 12.09
+0.0
−0.24 − 27.66 0.1 ttrunc = 0.1 2 15.27 2.54 0.4 0.18
137806706 3.78+0.55−0.28 0.338 11.98
+0.21
−0.17 − 26.6 0.4 ttrunc = 0.3 1 0.06 3.69 0.49 0.0
Table A2. As in Table A1, but for the Calzetti-type reddening. The full table is available online.
ID zphot χ2r log10(M∗/M) Abs. Age SFH [Z/H] σAGN zDESonly zBPZ E(B − V)
Mag. (i) (Gyr) (Z)
100669215 3.87+0.39−0.38 0.863 11.74
+0.25
−0.28 − 26.5 0.1 ttrunc = 0.1 2 0.04 2.65 0.47 0.25
102002089 4.22+0.12−0.44 1.209 11.65
+0.04
−0.02 − 26.26 0.1 ttrunc = 0.1 2 5.59 3.31 0.51 0.25
102009403 4.05+0.13−0.38 2.106 12.07
+0.02
−0.33 − 27.33 0.1 ttrunc = 0.1 2 1.71 3.75 0.35 0.25
102031864 4.01+0.28−0.19 2.487 12.31
+0.4
−0.01 − 27.6 0.1 ttrunc = 1.0 2 3.34 3.58 0.5 0.37
105765488 4.1+0.24−0.47 1.199 12.19
+0.44
−0.28 − 27.29 0.1 ttrunc = 0.1 2 2.41 2.56 0.51 0.37
115286147 3.96+0.31−0.32 0.35 11.63
+0.15
−0.0 − 26.23 0.1 ttrunc = 1.0 2 0.66 3.25 0.43 0.25
132987082 3.98+0.22−0.21 0.733 11.96
+0.08
−0.04 − 27.03 0.1 ttrunc = 0.1 2 7.21 3.64 0.37 0.25
133076071 3.56+0.75−0.25 0.926 12.23
+0.6
−0.02 − 26.75 0.1 SSP 2 1.9 3.4 0.49 0.25
133575827 4.11+0.18−0.22 1.165 12.23
+0.33
−0.05 − 27.4 0.1 ttrunc = 0.1 2 11.06 3.31 0.5 0.37
133592684 3.81+0.65−0.48 0.023 12.07
+0.62
−0.2 − 26.65 0.13 ttrunc = 0.1 2 1.18 3.71 0.51 0.25
Table B1. Photometry for all galaxies matching the best candidate criteria (as in Section 3.1). The full table is available online.
ID RA Dec. g r i z Y J H Ks
100600870 342.30182 −45.078395 22.6555 ± 0.0389 20.8248 ± 0.0107 20.4152 ± 0.0091 20.0676 ± 0.017 20.0109 ± 0.0434 19.5742 ± 0.1168 /// 19.1676 ± 0.1954
100669215 342.03479 −44.585222 23.4434 ± 0.0705 21.6989 ± 0.0216 21.3218 ± 0.0203 21.1502 ± 0.0362 20.8496 ± 0.1093 20.3986 ± 0.2289 /// 20.0326 ± 0.2853
102002089 342.83733 −44.098439 24.601 ± 0.1949 22.4569 ± 0.0323 21.8981 ± 0.0313 21.4884 ± 0.0422 21.5888 ± 0.1419 22.069 ± 0.6841 /// 20.7842 ± 0.5095
102009403 342.92415 −44.216238 23.0138 ± 0.0534 21.1502 ± 0.0133 20.7563 ± 0.0117 20.3417 ± 0.0217 20.2165 ± 0.0552 20.2064 ± 0.2059 /// 19.8197 ± 0.4318
102009835 342.78469 −44.222644 23.2401 ± 0.0574 21.2488 ± 0.0128 20.7316 ± 0.0108 20.3393 ± 0.0172 20.0885 ± 0.0449 19.9653 ± 0.1708 /// 19.5771 ± 0.301
102009849 343.07164 −44.222642 22.9057 ± 0.0415 20.9317 ± 0.0096 20.4301 ± 0.0082 20.0647 ± 0.0132 19.9559 ± 0.0384 19.5375 ± 0.1272 /// 18.8814 ± 0.1611
102031864 342.67377 −44.586054 23.7029 ± 0.0824 21.6185 ± 0.0158 21.166 ± 0.0131 20.6985 ± 0.0243 20.559 ± 0.069 20.3562 ± 0.1998 /// 20.0655 ± 0.3812
105765488 343.14792 −44.73924 24.547 ± 0.186 22.2931 ± 0.0307 21.679 ± 0.0248 21.3457 ± 0.0381 20.9561 ± 0.1048 20.5069 ± 0.2779 /// 19.9714 ± 0.3972
115286147 346.7354 −54.15315 23.6712 ± 0.072 21.8732 ± 0.0187 21.5055 ± 0.0216 21.2711 ± 0.0271 21.2205 ± 0.1017 21.0654 ± 0.3385 20.4333 ± 0.3563 20.7988 ± 0.5508
132987082 352.71081 −56.175512 23.1963 ± 0.0604 21.3267 ± 0.0138 20.936 ± 0.0128 20.6552 ± 0.0213 20.4853 ± 0.0558 20.4962 ± 0.3287 20.2877 ± 0.326 19.9255 ± 0.2908
A PPENDIX B: PHOTO METRY O F A LL
C A N D I DAT E S
The full DES+VHS photometry, and RA and Dec. coordinates
(J2000) are provided for all galaxies matching the best candidate
criteria.
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